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Abstract  
Over 116 million Americans have chronic pain (more than heart disease, diabetes, and cancer combined) resulting in $600 billion of medical expenses/lost wages. Despite this, in 2009 only 80% of US medical schools required pain education; only 4% had a dedicated pain course. 37 covered non-pharmacological approaches while only 27 covered a psychological approach. Though medications are often critical, they frequently fail to address the debilitating loss of function. Treating chronic conditions without definitive cures can engender provider helplessness/hopelessness. At their worst, clinical encounters become adversarial, particularly around opioids. Opioids, while beneficial for some, have not been validated as efficacious for chronic pain beyond 2 months. Additionally, the surge in opioids has been linked with an epidemic of opioid use disorders and overdoses. There is a role for increased education on appropriate use of opioids, however, training in non-pharmacological and psychological strategies is similarly essential. We are not aware of research evaluating the efficacy of existing pain education on non-pharmacological approaches. Though didactics are less successful in changing physician performance, interactive sessions that incorporate skills practice have the potential to impact clinical work. We teach an interprofessional workshop on a brief cognitive-behavioral intervention for chronic pain in the Yale School of Medicine (YSM) psychiatry clerkship. The course will soon evolve in the integrated psychiatry/primary care clerkship, allowing time for post-workshop clinical practice as well as for beneficial interdisciplinary education on common medical/psychiatric comorbidities. We have collected promising and positive preliminary data via pre and post survey on student impressions of this workshop with regard to changes in both attitudes and aptitudes. This workshop's success may serve as a model for similar collaborative interprofessional training modules.
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